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Friesen, Granato both net two goals, lead
Sharks to 5-4 victory over L. A. Kings
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Don’t forget your weekly dose of cosmic
comedy: check out the Daily horoscopes
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SOUL continues library protest
one another," said Pat Curia, who
was a city librarian for 23 years
before stepping down in 1993.
"Disrespectful," "a lie," "ill-con"I don’t think the public will find
ceived" and "monstrosity" were all what it wants and neither will the
terms used to describe the proposed students. It is bad enough to work
joint library at a protest staged by with one bureaucracy. The joint
Save Our University Library (SOUL) library will have two," Curia said.
Thursday on Tower Lawn.
There were also concerns about
SOUL is an organization of stu- access to the library for the general
dents and faculty formed in opposi- public. Parking would be more accestion to the joint library.
sible for students than non-students
The protest was the first since and the proposed location for the
Proposition 1A passed on Nov. 3.
joint library is not as close to light
Proposition 1A provided San Jose rail as the current one, the protestors
State University with most of its claimed.
share of the $171 million price tag
Curia suggested the money the
for the library, which would combine city of San Jose allotted for the joint
the main city and university library would be better spent on
!ibraries into one building.
improving the currently "underSan Jose will contribute $70 mil- funded" branch libraries. Branch
lion, the bond will provide $86 mil- libraries are the 17 smaller libraries
lion, an additional $5 million will situated in different parts of San
come from the California State Jose.
Unversity system and $10 million
"The major reason for this joint
will have to be raised by SJSU.
library is to get the public library off
Protestors argued against the the front lawn of the Convention
library from both SJSU’s and San Center," Curia said, adding the city
Jose’s perspectives.
wants to expand the Convention
"Both the city and university Center.
deserve a fine library independent of
Richard Lane, a two-time congresByJeremisb shim
Staff Editor

sional candidate and a social science
professor at SJSU, also saw some
ulterior motives behind the joint
library.
"(SJSU President Robert) Caret
and (San Jose Mayor Susan)
Hammer see this as just another
item on their rØsumØ," Lane said.
’This is another feather in their cap."
He suggested the $91 million the
state is putting up on behalf of SJSU
would be better used to expand the
current library.
"We need a new library" Lane
said, "but the joint library would be
inadequate for both students and
faculty."
Lane said the new library would
be in a less convenient location for
students and would cause students
and faculty inconvenience during
construction.
Lane also said the new library
would not be centralized on campus,
as the current one is.
The $86 million received by SJSU
from Prop. 1A cannot be used for any
purpose other than the joint library,
according to the Office of Public
Affairs at SJSU.
If the joint library were not to be

built, the money would be redistributed around the California State
University system.
If the joint library is built on the
southwest corner of Fourth and San
Fernando streets, as it has been proposed, the Wahlquist Building would
have to be demolished.
With that would come the disruption and relocation of the Steinbeck
Research Center, the Special
Collections library the Reserve Book
Room, Admissions and Records,
Financial Aid, the Beethoven Center,
the university archives, and the
Chicano Resource Center.
Manuel Salazar, who works in
Wahlquist Library, said Chicano students would lose a vital research and
meeting area.
"(The Chicano Resource Center) is
something that we use to advertise
SJSU," Salazar said. If the joint
library is built, "they would build a
multicultural center, but we would
lose our individuality"
Caret, Provost Linda Bain and
Vice President for Administration
Don Kassing all proponents of the
joint library could not be reached
for comment.

Chris Preovolos/ Spartan Daily
Martin Oppus, a San Jose State University student,
speaks to the crowd during a Save Our University
Library protest Thursday on the Tower Lawn.

Sin or sacred:
Islamic sexual
beliefs discussed

How bazaar

By Laurie Phillips
Staff Writer

Shabnam Ramish (left) sits patiently as Roohi Syed (right)
applies henna to her hand while Sayda Mirzada waits to have finishing touches made to her design during the Multicultural Bazaar.
Henna contains a natural dye which is applied to the hands and/or
feet in intricate designs. Once the henna is removed the dye stays

Clayton Stalter/ Spartan Daily
on the skin for up to a month. Traditionally the application of henna
is done for special occasions such as weddings. The bazaar was
hosted by the Muslim Student Association as part of Islamic
Awareness Week and featured the food, fashions and culture of
Middle Eastern countries.

SJSU professor, alumna receive awards
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Speaker Alunad Sakr drew
the drapes in Morris Dailey
Auditorium before beginning to
talk about sex or more specifically, attitudes toward sexual
activity in the Islamic community.
"(My colleagues) said, ’Shame
on you! Look at those naked
people,’ " Sakr said, referring to
a past presentation in which he
included nude male and female
figures on an overhead projector. "I told them, ’I got (the picture) out of a textbook.’"
To preserve Islamic values,
he said, the figures seen on the
overhead Thursday were modestly dressed in floor-length
clothes.
"Sex in Islam is sacred," Sala
said, assuming it takes place
within marriage. He was invited
to speak at SJSU by the association, and has served as the
first director and representative
of the Muslim World League to
the United Nations.
About 50 students turned out
to hear "Sex: Sin or Sacred?",
the last event planned by the
Muslim Student Association in
celebration
of
Islamic
Awareness Week. Sakr spoke

about Islamic attitudes toward
sexual activity, abortion and
artificial insemination.
Psychology major Hanan
Gibani, who arranged to bring
Sakr to San Jose State
University, said open discussion
on the subject of sex is important.
Working with the Foundation
for Islamic Knowledge, of which
he is president, Sakr has written and published 47 books. All
examine different aspects of
Islamic living, including spiritual beliefs, terrorism and dietary
habits. One such book looks
specifically at sex education
"They told me I could not
publish this," Sakr said, holding
up a copy of the book, titled
"Matrimonial Education." To
make the book acceptable for
publication, Sakr said he
changed the book’s title originally called "Sex Education"
and
kept
the
contents
unchanged.
He began his presentation
with a biological overview of
sex, briefly explaining at the cellular level how people are
formed. From there he moved
on to discuss the concept of sex
before marriage, which he said
is prohibited under Islamic
See Muslim, page 6

By JoAna Peach
Staff Writer
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Women representing the best in the
Silicon Valley area gathered at the
Fairmont Hotel Wednesday to find out
which nominees received the Women of
Achievement Award.
The 23rd annual event honors
women with outstanding backgrounds
in areas including communications,
public service, science and technology
and sports. Friends, colleagues and
peers nominate women from all over
the Silicon Valley whom they feel are
worthy of the award.
Professor Charlene Archibeque, San
Jose State University’s director of
choral activities and a world-renowned
choral conductor and teacher, won the
Women of Achievement award in the
arta category.
Sheri Benjamin, an SJSU alumna,
won the Women of Achievement Award
for communications. Benjamin is
founder and chief executive of the
Benjamin Group, Inc., a public relations firm.
See Awards, page 3

Kevin Sullivan/ Spartan Daily
Women of Achievement nominee Sadie Sarvate (left) talks to San Jose State
University alumnae and fellow nominees Elsie Florian’, Laurie Agard and Sheri
Beniamin before the awards ceremony held Wednesday night at the Fairmont Hotel.
All four were nominated in the communications category. Benjamin was given the

Lewinsky tapes
rekindle interest in
president’s scandal

Man sues to shirk
his responsibility
to infant daughter
Sonte people will try
just about anything
to get out of the
responsibility of parenthood.
A New Mexico man is
suing his ex-girlfriend for
getting pregnant without
his consent.
Peter Wallis is apparently seeking unspecified
damages for the costa he
expects to incur in helping care for his daughter,
borne by his former girlfriend, Kellie Smith.
According to her attorney, Smith claims the pregnancy was accidental
because she didn’t uphold their verbal contract
to take birth control pills. The fact that such
birth control methods failed is not her fault.
The lawsuit basically accuses Smith of fraud,
breach of contract and conversion of property or,
in essence, stealing Wallis’s semen to make a
baby.
A ruling in favor of Wallis could set a scary
precedent. Any man who doesn’t want to take
the responsibility of fatherhood can claim he
never wanted kids.
OK, fine, they had a verbal contract in which
they both agreed Smith would take birth control
pills to avoid pregnancy. She did that and got
pregnant anyway.
Responsibility of conceiving a child works two
ways. Wallis is a selfish jerk and whether he
likes it or not, his part of the bill is due. It’s time
for him to pay up.
If this guy was so dead-set on not having a
baby, why wasn’t he wearing a condom?
Even if the two had an oral agreement that
birth control pills were to be used.
Wallis should have realized that accidents do
happen.
Adults need to be prepared to deal with any
and all consequences of having sex, safe or not.
These two need to come to some kind of
agreement, if for no other reason than the sake
of their child.
This kind of attitude cannot have a very positive effect on the life of this baby girl. Knowing
her father did not want her from the very
moment she was conceived and went so far as to
sue her mother for getting pregnant cannot
have a very positive effect on her mental wellbeing.
The sad part is that neither Smith nor Wallis
are unknowing teen-agers. Both are in their late
30’s and should realize the consequences of
engaging in sexual activity.
It’s called personal responsibility, people.
They are the only ones in charge of their lives
and they are the only ones who can make decisions that will control their futures.
Don’t get me wrong, there are women out
there who "trap" men into committed relationships by trying to get pregnant.
But the bottom line is that men have to take
at least half of the responsibility for creating a
life no matter what the circumstances.
The judge in this case should throw it out on
the grounds that it is just ridiculous.
One thing is for sure. Kellie Smith did not get
herself pregnant alone.

Overhyped Cal-Stanford game no big deal
ne of the advantages of attending
San Jose State University instead
of Stanford or UC Berkeley is that
we can sit and laugh our tails off at the
antics those two engage in this time every
year. Makes you wonder what’s in the
water up there.
Yep, it’s Big Game time again.
Some Spartans couldn’t care less about
the "Big Deal." Others will take CalStanford over an SJSU game.
Any way you look at it, some of the stuff
going on up at the Funny Farm and at l o
\
Berserkley in the weeks leading up to the
"Big Deal" borders on the outlandish.
I go/
The mascot costume theft. The Cal
marching band strolling through the
library The old Stanford bonfire, now snuffed out for
safety reasons.
All this for two horrid football teams destined to
finish near the bottom of the Pac-10.
Yeah, I know, our football team isn’t anything to
write home about either. That’s OK with us. We’re
too busy trying to find parking, studying, dodging
construction zones and dealing with the cranky old
Macs we use to produce the shining light of newspaperdom you now hold in your hands.
Life at Sparta is good. But while we’re at it,
there’s more to wonder about with the Stanford and
Cal bunch than why they get so worked up over two
so-so gridiron squads.
Their choice of mascots gets downright weird, too.
Stanford chucked the nickname "Indians" old the
attendant mascot in the early 1970s as a concession
to racial sensitivity. That’s all well and good. But
why in hell would they then choose a tree as their
mascot?
This may explain why their football program has
been deeply rooted in mediocrity for the lain two
decades.
Now comes word that the Stanford Tree will be
tested for drunkenness before Saturday’s "Big Deal’
in Berserkley.
The San Francisco Chronicle has learned that the
Tree and its Cal counterpart, Oski the Bear, will
undergo breath analysis tests before the game to
ensure they’re sober.
I don’t know about you, but I don’t know of any
way to make a tree drunk. Pouring beer or whiskey
on its roots doesn’t seem to help. The thing still
stands there. You can’t tell just by looking whether

0
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Mindy Leigh Griser is the Spartan Daily
opinion editor
at 924-4647.
Friday
Student Life Center
Today is the deadline to submit
nominations for the Who’s Who
Award for Outstanding Students.
For more information, call Dynan
Foster at 924-5950 or stop by the
Student Life Canter.
Re -Entry Advisory Program
(REAP)
Hands-on workshop at the
Career Center form noon 1 p.m.
For more information, call Jane
Boyd at 924-6950.
8J8U Symphony Orchestra
Concert at 7:90 p.m. in Music
Building’s Concert Hall. For more
Information, call Jun Nakabilysabi

Chinese Campus Fellowship
’Secret of Love" by special
speaker Melvin Wong from 2:30
4 :90 p.m. in the Student Union’s
Almaden Room. For more information, call Esther Mar at 298-4693.
Church of Scientology
Free lecture ’Increasing Your
Child’s Willingness’ at 7:30 p.m. at
410 Cambridge Ave Suite C in Palo
Alto. For more information, call Jos
(650)853-0602.
SJSU Theatre Department
’The Heidi Chronicles’ at 7 p.m.
in the University Theatre, located
in Hugh Gillis Hall. For more information, call Mary Gibbeney at 9244556.

it’s sober or sloshed.
There’s more. The two can’t perform
at halftime and they’ll be restricted to a
small area in front of their own schools’
cheering sections.
Guess we won’t get an answer to that
old question, "Does a bear..."...uh, well,
you know.
There’s also the discriminatory
nature of the mascots.
Stanford’s Tree, while it doesn’t use
the name of a specific tree, does look
somewhat like a giant redwood. This is a
.I I
I111.111
slap at birchwood, maple, palm, oak, and
cherry trees, among others.
o
I have the perfect tree Stanford
should use: lemon. It sums up their football team nicely.
Then there’s Cal, which calls its teams the
"Golden Bears." This school which prides itself on
"inclusion" and "diversity" thus disenfranchises
black bears, brown bears, polar bears, grizzly bears,
teddy bears and every other kind of bear out there
that isn’t golden. Get with it, Cal. How’s about
CHECK
REALITY a little fairness for the bears of the world?
This "Big Deal" inspires something else besides
silliness, though. It also sometimes inspires violence.
This is the unfunny side of the rivalry.
There will be a heavy police presence at the
game, reports the Chronicle, because apparently
some so-called "fans" seem to forget football is just a
game.
The Chronicle said there were six arrests and 23
injuries at an on-field donnybrook in Palo Alto after
last year’s game.
Hey, people, it’s footBALL, not footBRAWL.
There’s a difference between good-natured cheering
and fisticuffs. Learn it.
If they need a lesson in Polite Rooting 101, they
should come here to SJSU.
While we Spartans may not show up for our
games in the numbers Stanford and Cal fans do, or
get as passionate, we at least don’t resort to
pugilism to try to convince someone from the opposition that we’re better.
Instead, we point to the scoreboard.
SJSU 35, Stanford 23.
Nuff said.
In the meantime, may the Spartans neuter the
Bulldogs of Fresno State.

Kevin W. Hecteman is the Spartan Daily copy editor
His column appears every Friday.

Sparta Guide
Saturday
SJSU Theatre Department
’The Heidi Chronicles’ at 7 p.m.
In the University Theatre, located
in Hugh Gillis Hall. For more information, call Mary Gibboney at 9244555.
8J8U Women’s Rugby Club
UC Santa Crux tournament at
8.45 p.m. at UC Santa Cruz Lower
Rant Field. For more information,
call Hilda at 924-8799.
Thu Delta Phi Scholastic Honors
Fraternity
Formal initiation banquet st 6
p.m. at the Hyatt Hotel. The cost is

$40 for activities and 845 for alums
and guest.. For more information,
call Bo Mendoza at 984-6145.
Monday
SJSU School of Music and Dance
Free choreographer’s showcase
from 2:30 - 3:45 p.m. in SPX Room
219. For more information, call Fred
Mathews at 924-5044.

Chicano Commencement
Meeting at 6 p.m. in the Chicano
Resource Center. For more information, call Mike at 631-2699.

Church of Scientology
Free film ’The Story of
Dianetica’ at 7:30 p.m. at 410
Cambridge Ave Suite C in Palo Alto.
For more information, call Joe at
(650)853-0602.

Nurses Christian Fellowship
-What are Spiritual Needs?’ at
11 a.m. in the Student Union’s
Montalvo Room. For more information, call Diane Stegmeir at 2796385.
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Readers are encouraged to express themselves on the
Opinion page with letter to the Editor.
A Lotter to the Editor is a 200-word response to an WPM
or point of view that has appeared in the Spartan Daily.
Submissions become the property of the Spartan Daily
and may be edited Sr clarity, grammar, libel and length.
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The State News, Michigan State University

Womes’s llaisourc Center amid
the SJSU Womea’s Health Thanes
Ongoing discussion on women’s
health issues from 12:30 - 1:30 p.m.
in the Student Union’s Council
Chambers. This week’s topics are
PMS and menopause. For more
information, call Vicei Smith at 9246500.
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(U-WIRE) EAST LANSING, Mich. Just
when I thought I didn’t care about the ClintonLewinsky saga anymore, this had to happen.
Tuesday, the infamous tapes that chronicle
conversations between Linda Tripp and former
White House intern Monica Lewinsky, in which
Lewinsky speaks of her relationship with
President Clinton, became public.
I wanted to turn away from the TV. Instead, I
couldn’t seem to take my eyes off the screen. We
were going to hear her voice.
As much as I was sick and tired of the whole
issue, I was mesmerized. For the first time in
quite a while, I was hearing something about the
case that I had never heard before. It was Bornething that hadn’t been processed 5 million times
over by various political analysts, and I was as
focused on it as my floor is during "Party of Five."
Anyway, there I was, sitting in the cafeteria,
my lasagna untouched, when an excerpt of the
tape began to play. I heard maybe about 30 seconds, when a kid got up and changed the channel to ’The Simpsons."
I’d like to thank that kid. He saved me before
I got too involved, but unfortunately, not before
my interest was peaked. One smidgen of information that I caught before the channel was
changed was that sometime next year, Lewinsky
would grant her first interview to Barbara
Walters.
I really don’t want to contribute to the
inevitably monstrous ratings, but I have a feeling that I’m going to. I hate to admit it, but I’m
dying to hear her side of the story. Obviously, we
already have heard her side, but only from news
reports. This will be different.
We’ll be able to hear these words coming from
Lewiruiky’s mouth herself.
Never underestimate the power of the human
voice. It has the ability to make inflections,
stress certain syllables, not stress others, change
in volume and tone, and a host of other options
that let it showcase emotions.
A sentence said with a particular emotion
looming in the background can bring on a whole
different meaning than the samc sentence typewritten.
In fact, that aspect has been the focus of many
news reports about the release of the tapes, since
transcripts of the tapes had been released weeks
ago.
The words come alive through her voice.
People will now know not only what Lewinsky
said, but how she said it, which is more indicative of the meaning of the words than their actual Webster definitions.
I really admire those people who could easily
change the channel Tuesday. I thought I could be
one of them.
I thought I could push past my curiosity and
convince myself that the only news I would be
concerned about with this case was whether
Clinton is impeached.
But, like a child with a new toy, I couldn’t help
but get excited at the prospect of hearing
Lewinaky’s voice.
Of course, I have a hard time believing people
who say they didn’t react with even minimal
interest when the tapes were released.
After all, nobody admits to watching
"Baywatch," but it’s one of the most popular
shows in the world.
I don’t think there’s that much shame in having an interest in the tapes.

School of Art and Design
Student galleries art exhibits
from 10 a.m. - 4 p.m. in the Art and
Industrial Studies buildings. For
more information, call Scott or
Jenny at 924-4330.
Ad Club
John Heagerty from
Coakley/Heagerty and Dave Keane
from Keane Advertising will speak
at 6:30 p.m. in Business
Classrooms. For more information,
call Nadine Castillo at 251-1755.
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was Squanto, not Cleveland baseball player
David Justice.
Famous Leonian: Mindy Leigh "Repeat After Me"
Griser

Virgo
August 23 to September 22
Finding coincidences is very, very important to
you.
You have been drunk the whole week and
have reiterated how your personality will coincide with your turkey dinner next week.
If that’s the case, you should eat a donkey
every day of your life. Jackass.
Famous Virgoan: Pete Wilson

Compiled by Spartan Daily Staff

Libra
September 23 to October 22

Aries
March 21 to April 20
To be an actor or not to be an actor.
This is a question pondered throughout your
whole life.
Well, let the Spartan Daily give you an
answer: Don’t do it.
Just because everyone thinks you are a great
thespian because you remain calm after a hearing a joke, doesn’t mean you are destined for an
Oscar.
It means you are a dumb, clueless, weed-smoking has-been.
Famous Arian: Terri "Katzenjammer" Milner.

Taurus
April 21 to May 20
Your zodiac sign is the bull. When speaking of
a bull, the words of pride, stalwartness and
strength come to mind.
None of these words apply to you, so stop wasting your time.
The only characteristic of a bull you possess is
its high sex drive.
Famous Taurean: Saddam Hussein

Gemini
May 21 to June 21
You are horrible at cliches. Don’t say them
anymore.
When someone made an assumption that you
. were a panhandler on campus, you said, "You
should have never assumed that. When that happens you make an ’ass’ out of ’u’ and ’med.’ "
Famous Geminian: Willie Mays

Cancer
June 22 to July 22
After countless times of being asked for spare
change by the junkies around campus, you have
finally hit your limit.
Hold on.
If you beat them up, the University Police
Department will turn you over to the San Jose
Police Department where some inmate will call
you Ingrid and later sue you for defamation of
character after he propositioned you for sex.
So, if you can’t beat the bums, join them.
They usually sit at the benches and beg at
around 7 a.m.
Famous Cancerian: Jon "Voices in My Head"
Perez

Leo
July 23 to August 22
You are eager, aggressive and tenacious.
You are driven to be the very best at whatever
you do.
People wish they could have your attributes.
That is, until you open your mouth in class.
The great Indian who helped the pilgrims by
showing them how to keep their homes running

It isn’t over until its over. For you, its over
before you even start. Don’t waste your partner’s
time. Instead, rent "Wet Dreams May Come," and
go at it.
Famous Libran: Kevin Sorbo

Scorpio
October 23 to November 22
You think the four carpool spaces in the
Seventh Street Parking Garage are actually
more than adequate to take care of the 98 student parking spaces lost. Enough said.
Famous Scorpian: Jack Tatum

Awards: Women recognized
Continued from page 1
Several SJSU alumnae were
also nominated for the awards
including Laurie Erin Agard,
Elsie Floriani, Sandra Mack,
Victoria Lim, Penelope Blake
and Laurie Smith.
"This just shows how women
have no boundaries," said Smith,
who will be the first female sheriff in Santa Clara County when
she takes office in January.
"Gender is no reason to say
that a person can’t do their job. I
think it’s wonderful that there is
an organization that supports
women in their endeavors. I
have a 16-year-old daughter, and
I want her to grow up knowing
that she is not limited by her
gender."
The Women of Achievement
Awards were presented by The
Women’s Fund, which started
out as a fund-raising arm for the
City of San Jose Commission on
the Status of Women. In the
1980s, it branched out on its own
and partnered up with the San
Jose Mercury News to present

the Women of Achievement
Awards.
"San Jose has a long history of
honoring outstanding women,"
Mayor-elect Ron Gonzales said.
"It’s wonderful that the community gets together once a year to
commemorate women in all professions. San Jose is the capital
of the women’s movement and
will continue to be into the 21st
century."
The Women’s Fund also provides scholarship funds for high
school, college and re-entry students. The fund’s president,
Tana Marie Misrack, said they
added providing scholarship
money for re-entry students
because "there are so many
women who try to re-enter in
education that need as much
financial help as the 18-year-old
(students)."
"We have a commitment to
look at the different scholarship
applicants and determine each
person’s need and potential,"
Misrack said.

Blake, SJSU class of ’67, said
she "feels extremely honored"
about being nominated.
"I like the fact that women
can look at the nominees and
think that they can do what we
do, too," she said.
Blake is a Santa Clara
County attorney who serves sexual assault and dependency
cases. She is also focusing her
efforts on children.
Floriani, co-founder of 18
Media, Inc., was also nominated
for an award in communications.
The communications category
includes public and private
print, radio, television, video and
movie media.
18 Media, Inc. publishes
Gentry Magazine and Northern
California Home and Design
Magazine.
This year’s event was sponsored by several organizations
and
businesses,
including
Applied Materials, the Fairmont
Hotel and The San Jose
Business Journal.

Game show Romeo

Sagittarius
November 23 to December 21
You are practical, literal and logical.
As a result, you will be successful in whatever
you do.
Unfortunately, your characteristic traits will
also lead to your ruin.
Example: when you see a sign reading "Wet
Floor," don’t drop your pants and urinate.
Famous Sagittarian: Robert Guillaume

Capricorn
December 22 to January 20
In class, you generally go unnoticed.
When called upon, you give the wrong answer.
You fail all your midterms.
Your homework is always two days late.
Your grades are straight "A’s."
What?
Does this mean your genius is so impeccable
that teachers are forced to give you high marks?
Please, the only high marks you get are your footprints on the ceiling.
No wonder your teacher calls you Gilligan.
Little Buddy.
Famous Capricornian: Chris "Snickermouth"
Riley

Rosalinda Garza/ Spartan Daily
Contestants Trisha Sanchez, Jonny Cortez and Jerrick Powell (left to right) react to the offbeat
answer given by bachelor No. 3, Andrew Trapp (far right), during a rehearsal taping of "Kiss ’em or
Diss ’em," a dating game spoof created by Hazel Navarra. Navarra and the contestants, all radio, television and film majors, were participating in Navarra’s final project for their intermediate television production class in Hugh Gillis Hall.

Aquarius
January 21 to February 19
Don’t ever get drunk around your friends
again.
It brings out your true self.
The last time it happened, you and your
friends discussed your dream sexual encounter.
Wyatt spoke of Tyra Banks.
Earl dreamed of Selma Hayek.
Duke pondered over Pamela Anderson.
You said Marge Schott.
If you are a woman, I will condense it.
Antonio Sabato Jr. George Clooney. Ethan
Hawke. You said Steve Buscemi.
Famous Aquarian: Alice Cooper

bugs for hire.
looking for versatility in a performer? meet
tuck &roll. no sag cards, no unions , no agents, lawyers
or insurance to deal with, nothing but raw talent
but how much you ask!
these guys will work for crumbs (literally).
they’re also travelsize for your convenience.
remember the name... tuck and roll!

bikis

Pisces

-1’snier PI XAR

February 20 to March 20
Call me Ismael.
But, also call me horny, and give me your number.
Famous Piscean: Jimmy S.% aggart

life
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San lose State University
Women’s Volleyball
vs. #1 Nowell

Nevomber 21 1:11 OA. EVEN CHM

vs. Sea Diego State
November 71 4110 PA. Searles Moe
Come see the Spartans play its
final two matches of the season.
Setter Michelle Sarkees will be
honored Friday evening. Seniors
Jill Burningham Nicole Hintz,
Tanya Kamau and Melissa Myers
will be honored Saturday evening.
General Adrnollign $5. YouthSemor $2
FREE tor SJSU Students with veld ID
924.1444 or more informaSon
Call

we)

www.bugslilemovictom

Sae lase Stela University

MEN’S SOCCER

NCAA Championship:
the Spartans Are int
(First time since 1976)
NCAA
Men’s Soccer Championship
First Round
Sat., Nov. 21, 7 p.m.
d SNOW
New Moloney Field

listen ts Ms game
UVE se 515-110.5 FN
wwowaweire

SPORTS
Continued from page 1
strength and the older players on the team," he said.
SJSU beat Stanford 2-1
earlier this year.
To date, the Stanford
Cardinal is winless in its
five
previous
NCAA
appearances.
St. Clair said he feels
confident that the team will
do well.
"What we did once, we
can do again," said St. Clair,
relict-ring to the win over
Stanfbrd.
’I’ he Stanfbrd and SJSU
teams are different in that
Stanford is "more of a tactical team," according to St
Clair.
"They look for athletes,
not real soccer players," he
said. "They look for people
(who) fit their mold, ones
who get a lot of air.
"We play a lot more
ground."
Spartan
co -captain
Adrian /Wain said the
team’s concentration during the gana. will be crucial
for the Spartans to win.
"One mistake might
cost us the game," Allain
said. "We will need to be
very focused."
However, Allain said he
is not worrying about the
gam(’.
"Stress can be your best
friend or your worst enemy.
I’d rather it be my friend,"
he said. "I play to do my
part and stay poised and
keep my composure, as I’m
sure my teammates will."
Filippini said he is confident the game will go
well.
"We had set a goal for
ourselves," Filippini said.
’This is where we wanted
to take this team and we’re
not going to stop."
The game will be at 7
p.m. Sat urday at New
Maloney Field at Stanford
SJSII’s radio
statical, KSJS, will broadr: it tie’ game on 90.5 FM.

By Asa Bezel
Sports 1.:(litor

The San Jose Sharks tried a
new approach to hockey in
Wednesday’s game against the
Los Angeles Kings.
The approach was "shooting
the puck" hard and often
and it paid off in a 5-4 victory.
The Sharks had a season high
of 40 shots on goal, which is
quite a stretch from their average 23 shots on goal per game
befize Wednesday. In the team’s
Nov. 4 shutout of the Dallas
Stars, 4-0, the Sharks generated
a record -low nine shots on goal.
Left wings Tony Granato and
Jeff Friesen had two goals each
flit. the Sharks in Wednesday’s
win at the San Jose Arena.
Granath provided the game winner at 12:53 in the third period
during a one-man advantage for
the Kings.
"Did Granath score a shorthanded goal?" asked head coach
Darryl Sutter, who was clearly
pleased after the game. "It’s a
blur."
Joe Murphy opened up the
scoring 1:27 into the first period
on a breakaway with Jeff
Norton, who provided the assist.
The Kings had the chance to
tie the score during three firstperiod power plays, but with
Sharks goalie Mike Vernon making one outstanding save after
another, it was impossible for the
Kings to find the net.
Friesen increased the Sharks’
lead to 2-0 with an unassisted
goal at 6:28 in the second period,

Clayton Stalled Spartan Daily
The Los Angeles Kings’ Vladimir Tsyplakov (left) hooks San Jose Sharks’ detenseman Jeff Norton as he
tries to control the puck in Wednesday night’s game. San Jose went on to beat Los Angeles 5-4.
but the game was only getting
started.
Halfway through the period,
the Kings launched an attack led
by Luc Robitaille and Glen
Murray, which resulted in
Robitaille’s 10th goal of the season.
Within 32 seconds, the Kings
did it again. This time Murray
got the goal, tying the score.
"Everything was going pretty

smooth, and then in the 11th
BAM,
minute, all of a sudden
BAM," Vernon said in an attempt
to describe what happened. "We
were caught napping a few
times."
Friesen agreed with Vernon.
"Obviously we like to play it
better defensively," he said. "We
had a little lapse in the second
period."
The Sharks regained the lead

NEW YORK (API Sammy
Sosa won the National League
Most Valuable Player in a landslide today over Mark McGwire,
his rival in the most memorable
home run chase ever.
Sutia, who finished second to
Mc( ;wire with 66 homers, got 30
id. 32 first -place votes and 438
points in balloting by the

Keep Recycling

Baseball Writers’ Association of
America.
McGwire, who set the record
with 70 homers, got the other
two first-place votes and 272
points. Rick Hummel and Mike
Eisenbath of the St. Louis Postfor
voted
Dispatch
both
McGwire and listed Sosa second.
While Sosa was first or second

CPR

Working.

on every ballot, McGwire got 20
seconds, three thirds, one fourth,
four fifths, one sixth and one seventh.
Sosa, given a hero’s welcome
when he returned to his native
San Pedro de Macoris in the
Dominican Republic last month,
created
a
historic
Latin
American sweep. Texas’ Juan
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ONE YEAR ANNIVERSARY
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BAR

One of the Best sushi boat restaurants in Northern California
sushi dishes as they
Iliat through the restaurant, then pay according to plate
order. Plates are as low as $2 for 6 pcs sushi.

Be sylective.

Take a luxury,o
weend
v,acat_ion
e
iena

within minutes of campus

$79

’;41/1-.111/4

Large

Valley Park
Hotel
2404 Penns
.treek
(408)298 5000
fres Parking

! P;- ’,

Includes.

817 The Alameda
;
hi Jost
(408)/P44500

Pick from your favorite

Gonzalez, who is Puerto Rican,
won the AL MVP on Wednesday.
Sosa is the second Dominican to
win an MVP, joining George Bell
(1987). Sosa hit .308 with a
major league-leading 158 RBIs
one more than Gonzalez as
Chicago reached the postseason
for the first time since 1989. He
also led the majors with 132

cu ill
Ki lig size
Beds
Isree lint
Breakfast
7" TV’s
with VCR

runs and 414 total bases.
McGwire, who smashed Roger
Mans’ previous home run mark
of 61, finished with 147 RBIs
and a .299 average as the
Cardinals stumbled to a thirdplace finish in the NL Central,
19 games behind Houston and
seven behind the wild-card
Cubs.

slim
down!
"i
lost lOrng in a week!"
- dim

Student-Special:

Grilled chicken, soup, salad and rice only $495
18 pcs vegetarian sushi only $6.95
Beef teriyaki. soup, salad, rice and California roll $5.50
Salmon teriyaki, soup, salad, rice and California roll $6.50
All kinds of 6pcs rolls only $3.00
All udon soup $5.50

.
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Now only

at 16:00 in the second period
during a power play. Bernie
Nicholls fired a shot that was
blocked by a Kings player, but
Friesen picked up the rebound
and put the puck behind goalie
Manny Legace, registering his
seventh goal this season.
With the goal, Friesen extended his point-scoring streak to
eight games, which is the second
longest streak in the National

Hockey League so far this season. Keith Tkachuk of the
Phoenix Coyotes has scored
points in nine games in a row.
The Kings responded less
than a minute later with a shorthanded goal by Murray, his second of the night.
Entering the third period, the
Sharks had to kill a penalty that
carried over from the second
period. Kings right wing
Vladimir Tsyplakov received a
pass from Steve Duchesne and
fed the puck to center 011i
Jokinen, who placed it in the
upper left corner of the goal, giving the Kings a 4-3 lead at 1:04.
About five minutes later,
Granato tied the score on a pass
from Friesen.
Granato added the game-winning goal on a rebound from a
shot by Marco Sturm.
"(On) the last goal I think a
defenseman tried to get (the
puck) out. It bounced right to
me," Granato said.
Vernon, who stopped 26 shots
by the Kings, said it was nice to
see Granato get two big goals for
the Sharks.
"We can’t rely on Friesen all
the time," Vernon said. "We still
have other guys who can put the
puck in the net. That’s why we
play four lines.
"We expect everybody to check
in on the scoring. That’s the
strength of our hockey team."
The Sharks (4-7-4) have two
home games this weekend. They
take on the Coyotes (9-2-2) today
and the New York Rangers (4-75) on Saturday. Both games are
7:30 at the San Jose Arena.

Slammin’ Sammy wins MVP award in landslide over McGwire
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look better &
feel better
with slim’s
all leaf-diet.

KAKO BOAT SUSHI BAR
384 S. SECOND ST.

(BETWEEN SAN SALVADOR) DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE
938 0888 reservalions welcome
We specialize In catering and barbel with any budgel
FAX 938 0439 dine in or lake oul
I LIE FRI

It 30AM 2 30PM 5 30PM

10 30PM

SAT. SUN & MON

5 30PM
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no surgery or
harsh chemicals
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return to work
the same day
for more info:
visa our website at
www.bugslifemovie.com
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BOARD BIKE II ONLINE MANIA
Fantastic action by the pros on the vert hallpip

1,000 Mg STUDENT TICKETS!

BIGGER First Timers Center- FREE-Learn TO
Ski ’Snowboard Packs at California Mountain Rosixts

pc. r
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1 SPARTAN BASKETBALL ‘’
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Short-handed goal caps 5-4 ride

Soccer:

Complete the Circle.

!()

I I 1,1,1

.

15140W STUDENT

CARD AT EVENT CENTER ROF MICE)

PSIA Master the Mountains clink

HIGHFLYING Olympic Freestyle Aerial show
featuring NIKKI STONE and world champions
TRACE WOPTHINO TON and KRIS EMERSON

Were,* PIXAR

POWDER POWER leatunng World Champion
Powder 8 Stars, Haydn Scoff 8 Franz Fischsbinvir
............
.
DEDUCT-A -SKI Earn $25.00 march credit 1
and a fax benefit. Bring your aki aquionwant
1
to the EXPO for charity
I

.1114. VW.
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ANHEUSERBUSCH. BANK OF THE WEST. COMERICA SANK. LOS GATOS COMMUNITY
HOSPITAL, NORTEL, ORCHARD SUPPLY HARDWARE, UCHIDA TRAVEL. UNITED DEFENSE
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The SPARTA% DALY
oniD. no ebbs ler pale* or
BEM&WIMIN
ardor @Roadbed below nor Is
gage etrillenntee bele& The 210. APARIVAMil -$971/MO.
clesselad ostrara of the Speetin Security type buildirg
Deily cereist alpild takedking
Secure Parking
and obeli
we not approved or
Close To Campus
vselfled by the rowlearaw.
Modern Building
Laundry Room
Village Apartments
576 South Fifth Street
(408) 295-6893.
LOWELL ELBA SCHOOL -Mentors
needed. 1-2 hrs/wk, for min 8 SPACIOUS 1 & 2 SORM APTS.
weeks. We will write professional Live in luxury and walk to schcxxil
letters of reccommendation/ We offer a pool, spa, sauna, full
completion after 10 weeks. We gym. on-site management, all
provide training & TB test. Call appliances included, central A/C.
Mr. Jim 535.6461.
Stop by today for a tour.
Open Monday thru Saturday.
THE COLONNADE
AUTO R SALE
201 So. 4th St. (408)279-3639.

WWffMa

93 MUSTANG LX Fully loaded.
Deep blue w/gray int. Completely
dependable student car. 72k mi.
Ore owner. /Om Condition! $5495/ ROOPAPAATE NEEDED to slwe nice
obo. Must Seel 408-829-7366.
2/1 apt w/patio, w/d. bellow Oen.
Pref female, quiet, grad/aerkss
119 P811.955 11, black, auto. a/c. student. $575+ WE 265-1569.
power everything. Great student
car. 142K fey mi. Sunroof. Runs SHARE 2 EDAM LUXURY APT.
greaU $4000/obo. 5292151.
adjacent to SJSU. $600/month
utilities inziuded. 408.295-4810.
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STLVAllbT Colorado Jan. 1615
$549. with the SJSU Ski &
Snowboard Club. Includes
flight out of Si, full condos 5
night stay. 4 of 5 day lift
pass, 2 hot tubs, parties & great
snow. Students & non-students.
Call Mark at 408-292-0955.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Next week: National Bible Week
MIKE SEARCH RESOURCES
Bible search on PC &
Bibles a, Reference Books
available to all at the
Chnstian Science Reading Rooms
Fortimes/locations: 4084674255.

OMB
UNDY HOP & ZYDECO DANCES,
some Fridays. at First Christian.
80S. Aft?, St. Call 408-356-1375.
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DONNER SKI RANCH
$129 FULL SEASON PASS
Only 25 available with this ad.
Offer expires 11/20/98.
530-426-3635

EMMWME
PLAYSTATION (PSX) MODCHIP
Play Imports & CDFI Backups
14F0510419-2454
wonr.angeffire.com/biz2/psxmodz

ALMAOMM
WADES pailerldt blob* Row*
Towel insurance specialist.
Specializing in minor & mid-size
damage. Visit Ott web site at:
www.warles4inamic.com
Address: 440 N. 1st St. *120
Phone: (408)287-8337
email: p.wade2OemaiLesu.edu

Ban
Iwo %MEEKS IN ’MAZATLAN Max
Dec 22 Jan 8. 1.200 sa/ft
condo, 1 bdrm sleeps 6, on
teach, only $1100 per/week. 4 a
life of luxury. Call 4089243074.
MMMMM

5000+ SQ. FT. CUSTOM NOME
to share in Si, located on a
2 1/2 acre lot with panoramic
view. 10 miles from campus.
$600/mo + uti I . 408296-8000 x 11
for more information.
MWMM

PROOFREADING/EDITING
Term Papers - Theses
Have your papers inspected for
organization and warmer by
Alicia. SCU Graduate BA in English - Juns Doctorate
14081 229-9305.
MOW DENTAL PLAN I
Only $57.00 per year.
Sae 30% - 60%
on your dental needs.
For info call 1-800-655-3225.

HEALTH & BEAUTY

\Ill

CLASSIFIED
SAN JOSE REP THEATRE is
hiring for its 1999 Subscription
Campaign? P/T eve hours. Close
FRENCH STUDINF gives LESSONS to SJSU. Call Wit 367-7232.
8, CONVERSATIONS afternoons &
evenings. Sophie 408-5734652.
TELEFUNDRAISINO
Are you articulate? Engaging?
MUNOUAL TUTORIAL CENTER
Earn $14-$20/hr helping
Math: Algebra Geometry
Musical Theater thrive in Santos*.
Statistics - Trig Calculus
Call Thom 406453-7138.
Physics: Mechanics - Electric
SAT GED - CBEST ESL- TOEFL
TELESALES/OOLF - Sports mindComputer. V-Basic, V-C++
ed, aggressive. Hourty + bonus +
Spanish: NI levels
iniwnthes. SJSU location. Contact
Call: Michael 408-298-7576
James 295-4810.
Email: tutor9076349aol.corn
CREDIT UNION ASSISTANTS ENCASH EDITING & TUTORING
Job Code 10SPD. Part -Time &
Experienced with the needs of
Full-Time. No Weekends, No Sales
Foreign Students.
Quotas. Minimum $11.50/hr to
Credentialed Teacher & MA.
start. Provide matter and teller
Go To: vnwi.MyEditor.odm
services. Requires HS Diploma
Ard/Or Cal Jambi 408/9784034 or equivalent and 2 years teller,
SJSU Alumni & Member of SOUL: proof. statements, vault or ATM
Save Our University Library.
experience. We offer generous
compensation and benefits Including
medicet dentai, vision, retirement,
special employee loans and
MnIEMMWM
opportunities for tuition assistance.
*AFFORDABLE &EXPERIDICED Qualified candidates should fax
Graduate Studies, Thesis, Term or send resume to 40137562565,
Papers, Nursing, Group Projects, STAR ONE FCU. HR Dept., P.O.
Resume. Al Formats, Specializing Box 3643, Sunrevale, CA 94088in APA. Spelling/Grammar/
3643. Please include Job code.
Punctuation/ Editing. 27+ irs Exp.
PAM’S
MEMOIR TWEE-Ssioniedurting
PR:FESSIONCWORDPROCESSNG, firm needs energetic person to
247-2681, 8am-8pm.
train and motivate sales reps.
20-36 hrs. wk. Salary + bonus.
ANNA’S WORD PROCESSING Downtown San J080.408/4940200.
Term papers, thesis, resumes.
group projects,etc. Typewriter WMTREIS WANTID FOR lePIMME
for your applications for med/law Restaurant on 2nd St. Rex hours,
school, etc. Tape transcription. MI or part-time. Please call Kevin
Fax Machine. Notary Public. at 408-938-0888 or fax to 408Call Anna at 972-4992.
938-0439.

LENS

WRRING HELP: (510)1014514.
Highest quality writing, editing.
ghostwriting. Essays, application PROFESSIONAL Word PraceesSig
statements, reports, etc.
Theses, Tenn Papers, Resumes,
Please call Dere Bolick,M.A. at
Grob Projects. etc. All formats,
(510)601-9554 or
specializing in SPA. Tape
email bolleklIbeet.com
transcription. Fax machine.
VISA/MasterCard accepted.
Experienced, dependable, quick
FREE writing tips now available at
return. Almaden/Branham area.
wievwcadarricivitIng.com
Call Linda (408) 264-4504.
POST YOUR RESUMEenthe WES
For $35- post on 15 Web sites.
Send resume + parent to:
PDM Graphics. 225 Coming Ave.
Milpitas, CA 95035.
Send salary nag. + F/T or P/T.
Save money arid time!
Recruiters call you directly!
We accept credit cants.

\\
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ATTN: SJSU FACULTY
Live half block from campus,
plus receive additional rental
Income...
Restored Victorian home for
sale. Lg. kitchen, parlour, formal
dining room. inside laundry room,
3 large bedrooms on main floor.
plus enormous bedroom w/walkin closet on 2nd floor, plus
finished basement room ideal
for additional bedroom. Great
income history as student rental.
Call for details. Mike Gorden
(925)4268200.

EMPLOYMENT
SERMS&IMITIECIRS Wanted
All shifts available. Great tips!
Contact Sit Sison 408377-6456.

INSTRUCTORForDevelopemateilly
LOSE REKNIT NOW! 1(X) people Disabled Adults Wing independently
wanted. Mel prei you to lose 10-29 or Frentre orPesos:in Car Roiled
lbs in 30 days. 408-225-7250. 2 cositiore. Pilo FT. $10/Yr.+ bras
when FT. User-fnendly non-profit
MEN WOMEN
agency. 510-832-7126.
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing VOLLEYBALL OFFICIAL WAN=
City Beach Santa Clara
or using chemicals. Let us
Dwight: 408-654-9330
permanently remove your
unwanted hair. Back Chest Lip
WANED CIPERIRICED, motivated
Bikini Chin- Tummy etc.
Students & faculty receive 15% student to build web site. 4 info
contact
Greg/T1b 0408.395-3199.
discount. First amt. 1/2 price*
made before 12/31/98.
AMIN NEEDED Fast growing
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow.
621 E. Campbell Pee. *17, Orb. promotional products company in
Campbell needs well organized.
(40111) 379-3500.
reliable person to work 15-25
CARPAL TUNNEL SYNDROME hours/week. Duties included a
variety of administrative tasks.
Hand numbness. Tingling
sensytion, Loss of fine touch. Rattle hours/dais. $8.50 per hot*.
Fax resume to 408-866-0749 or
Accidentally dropping things?
call 408-8667000.
It may be less serious.
It is not necessarily CTS.
EDUCATOR PROBE MIOORAMS
Call for free consultation.
Dr. Lee Oliva Chiropractor.
P/T to school groups at museum.
408-247-2222.
$8/hr. 408-918-1050.

TEACHERS
SCIENCE ADVENTURES
Seeking Dedicated Instructor for
exciting "hands on science
irfanafterschool.
hrours per week.
Experience preferred.
To apply call
1-800-472-4362 ext. 245/297.
CRIME MP IRMIDWAINT - Workers earn up to $2,000+/month
(w/tips & benefits). World Travel?
Land -Tour jobs up to $5,000$7.000/summer. Ask us how!
517-336-4235 Ext. C60411
PAID liWAGBABIT WITIFINEIP
College Works Painting, a subsidiary of National Semites Group
is now hiring for Spnng/Summer
1999. Duties include interviewing.
hiring, development of customer
relations, control of marketing and
sales & production management.
Cali 888/450-9675.
wiwr.collegeviorks.com
WANT TO LUMP EXTRA MONEY
& LOVE costaisum
TOP PAYI
Immediate temp/perrn
substitute positions as
TEACHIRS or ASSISTANTS
at After School Programs.
Day Care Centers. Etc.
(408)8664550
MAKE MONEY NOW
in Telecommunications and
Internet. Set your own hours.
(408)793.5151.

DAYCARE TEACHERS.
K-8 school seeks responsible
indMdusis for extended
P/Thlheaftemoon. No ECar
d
et*
"Wired. Previous experience with
children preferred. Please call
2441968 x 16

JOB OPPORTUNITIES!!!
BALANCE Your Staffing solution’
2358 De La Cruz Blvd.
Swift Clara, CA 95050
TEL: 408-980-9000
FAX: 408-980-9950
www.balancestaff.com
Positions &tillable:Warehouse,
MAKE MONEY AT HOME while Clerical, Administrative Assistant.
studying! Good also for athome hienufacturing, Customer Service.
moms. My laundry. $5 per load.
$5 pickup. $5 delivery. Rose 11XPERIENCED TUTORS NUM
Garden area. 406-977-4104.
All subjects: Sixth through twelfth
wades. Mon. thour Fri. 3 to 8pm.
MARCUM AISOCIATIE MUD $1,030 per mo. (408) 2555247.
Unlimited income potential.
Complete training.
INSTRUCTIONAL AIDES
R.F.Breeng, hisperdent Assodele Special Ed / Regular Class.
(408)8587841 or (408)3041311 $652- $1.1.70/1t. Saratoga School
District. Cat 4011/111174424a200
IMPUTAILE MONTESSORI
for application & information.
lockIngtr DAYCARE STAFF person.
Part-time (2:30-6:30). Working
BICYCLE MESSENGER
with elementary aged chicken.
Part-time, Flexible Han.
Contact Use at 4067234140.
Great for Students!
Serving Downtown SanJose.
SEMI INSTML/TECN Apprentice
Inner City Express.
for long term employment In low 22W. Saint John St. San Jose.
Voltage sys. trade. Start salary
59-511. Med/Dental & Retmt.
ACUFACTS SECURITY
Contact Gene 4089930560.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
Great Job for Students.
SECURITY
F/1 P/T All Shifts Available
Abcom Private Security
Pemenent Shifts & Schedules
We will train you.
Top Pay w/ Many Benefits!
Student Friendly.
Call or apply in person.
FT PT, Wkdys & Wkrids.
(408)286-5880
All shifts. Flexible Schedule.
555 D Meridian Ave. Si.
408.247-4827
tebersi San Cate & Pairncor.
behhd the Cad and Parry 91cre.
ATTENTION!’ Ready to lose
those unwanted pounds?
TUTOR WANTED for by, old gd.
Get paid to lose weight.
Needs extra help in math, some
Safe, natural. Dr. approved.
language arts: my home, M-Th,
Karen (405) 5534924
3:306:30, Call Paula 926.3944.
email: looseinchesehotinall.com
TELEMARKETING PT/FT. We
GROOMErS AIST/NIVRell /IMP sell discount subcriptions to Bay
needed for small, exclusive shop Area newspapers. Auto dialers.
and kennel. PT, Toes-Sat. Must Flexible hrs. 9am-9prn. Downtown
be reliable, honest, able to do near lightrail - 4 blocks from SJSU.
physical work. Exp. working Hourly $$ plus bonus. Media
w/dogs preferred, but will train. Promotions 494-0200.
Great oppty for dog loved $6.50 hr.
Can FM resume to 408/377-0109
TEACIlet INSTRUCTOR
or Call 371-9115.
P/t - Elementary Schools.
Degree or Oedential NOT Retuned.
Acncei DAY NURSERY/PRIMARY Opportunity **Teaching Experience.
PLUS seeking Infant Toddler, and
Need Car.
Realoci Teachers and Aides. Fir& Vcice
(408) 287-4170a* 408
P/T positions available. Substitute
ECF./AAE
positions are also available that
offer flexible hours. ECE units are
WORK FROM NONE
required for teacher positions but International business Expanding
not required for Aide positions. $500 $2,500/mo, Spare Time.
Excellent opportunity for Child
$3.000 $6.000 mo, FuN Time.
Development majors. Please call
We will train you.
Cathy for an intenew at 244-1968
http://www.cash911.corn/vsp
or fax resume to 248.7350.
or Call: (408) 882-5007.
TEACHERS/AIDES/LEADERS
School year & summer, Dem.
school -age rec. program, P/T
from 2-6pm, M -F during the
school year. Some P/T morning
positions available from approx.
lam-11an. F/T during summer day
camp prog. Xint salary, no ECE
units req. Los Gatos-Saratoga Rec
Dept Call Janet at 3544700 x223.
DRIVING INSTRUCTOR
We are looking for students
to teach driving full/part time.
Will train. Must be 21.
$9.00 to start. Call 363-4182.
RECEPTIONIST
We are looking for a part time
receptionist, momings/weekends.
Call 363-4182.

TEASH1RWIRC SOUL REIT ME
vedends & venires N3 arcerlenoe
necessary. Follow our lesson plan.
West hoe gxd camerationai
teepsrelie & Mode. 4080717557
Dem TraTc Silo]
969W. Stri Cake S. Sat Jose.

VALETPAINIERS Valets needed
for P/T eves & weekends. Fun,
flexible job during school. Park
cars for weddings, parties and
special events in the Los Gatos
area. Must be outgoing. friendly.
and neat in appearance. No
AFTER SCHOOL CARE WORKERS previous experience nec. Must be
needed. Flex hours. 17/hr. Please able to drive a 5 sp and have a
call Paul or Dan 0287-3939.
valid CDL and your own transp.
Earn up to $12.00/hr with Tips.
JUMP START NEW YEAR!!! Call Michael 0 Ogden bele Valet
Xtra College $
(600)112541171.
*Xmas $
If you have a business attitude & TEACHER OPPORTIJNITIES, high
enpy helping people, we can use quality, licensed chaticare centers
your talents. Will train. Rapid for 2-12 year olds. Recreation
eniiii+rwre currIculum.
advancements. Call 261-2054.
Flexible PT/FT positions
Days, Eves, Weekends
BULLDOG GOLF CO. is hiring
sales representatives for our Team Environment
office located adjacent to SJSU. Min 6 ECE required
No experience needed. We will Earn while you learn train. Minimum of $10 per hour
In house training
to $20 per hour. + bonuses + Benefits weeds
incentives. Fun environment. Growing throughout the Bay Area
408-295-4810.
ItidsParit 280.&.r. Far 2E0-7386

DMICTORS TIPCIEIM AIDES
Thiredg about a caner waiting %Oh
ditch& The YMCA of Santa Clem
Valley is now Wire for preschool and
schpolege chld ase centers in San
Jose. Cupertino, Santa Clara, Los
Gaos,
Saratoga,
Campbell,
Everseen and Weis, Re and parl.
time positions available hours
flexible around school. Fun start
teams, great experience in workirg
with chidan, career advanosment.
and good training opportunities.
Teachers require rnlwTSsn 6 units in
Ea. 4331311311, recitiebn. cetchdcgo
sociolow, physical education and/
or other related fields. Please cal
Beth Profio It 4082918894 for
more information aryl locations.
fa/DANA FINANCIAL AID
OR A PAID INTERNSHIP?
Call now for part time or
flex time opportunities.
Kristie: (408)360-1370.

Certain advertisements In
boo cebsion wry wear Vie
reader to speclik telephone
numbers er 110111.4114111 for
additional laforniatlen.
Clamilled readers shade to
randeled thM. sten maliig
ewes farther oentsots, bey
should require complete
inhormagen before sending
nem for geed. a sinless.
hi addition, wedges Meted
Mee
meabilly beeeMpb
Nasal weiplisymera Magi
araapens for disovnt
ecalloreon ritereheedise.

PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
accepting students who wish to
excel in Raying guitar or bass. All
levels welcome: Beginning,
Intermediate or Advanced. Learn
any style: Jazz, Blues, Rock.
REPUTABLE MONTESSORI
ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC
Fusion, Funk, Reuse, or Folk.
looking for
Unwanted hair removed forever.
Cali BIN 408-29&6124.
INFANT TEACHER ASSISTANT
Specialist. Confidential.
UYour own probe or disposable.
112:00 - 6:30) SA.F and
TEACHER ASSISTANT
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
(7:30-3:30) N -F.
247-74116
Contact Lisa at 406-723-5140
ATTN: SJSU FRATS NEED MORE HOUSING??
Own this restored Victorian
horns, half block from campus.
Lg. letchen, codas, tomer dining
room. Inside leundry room. 3 g
FOR NATIONAL / AGENCY RATES CALL 403-924-3277
bedrooms on men flora. plus
enormous bedroom w/welk-in
closet on 2nd floor, plus finished
basement room idled for additionPrint your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.
s’ bedroom. Cali for details. Mho
Gordon (925)4268200.

MBEEKMEMAMM

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES

UMMM
AUTO ISSIMMICE
Campus @sumo. Serace
Seeded Student Romans
UM% SJSU for 20 peers
-avot Reiss for Good Others"
’Good ROM tir Nontlood ()Were
SPECIAL DECOUNTS:
’Good Students" ’Educators"
MnesidaelMe
TOZAY 2968270
MEE QUOTE
NO HASSLE
NO OSUOATICR
in Satudieye 9-2.

Ono
114M1513111Eil

COMPUTER RENAISSANCE
We by,. sell & trade comtrutoffi
4118. Prentum, Moe, &
Notebooks. Refurb’d equipment
Is wombed.
Pf54110 AMP*
5% Student/Fac Olicaunt w/ID
5263 Proepeet Rd. Si, between
Noy
& 210 near Laerdince By.
51647611070

LICIUOIUCICICIUZIOJIDZIUDUU011=101J1JULUUUZICE:1
1:11ZIOILICCIUCIUIDUZILIDDLILLICIULULICICILICUJLI
LIZICCILCILILIZIUULILIULICILQUUZCICILILIZICILICIU
,1:11LICILICIOCILICILICICIUULICIUUL-.11:1[JUULILILIULIOLII
Rates: 3 -line minimum
Two
Three
One
Day
Days
Days
3 Ines
$7
$9a
$5
$10
4 Ines
N
$9s
Shies
$9
$7
$11
$10
$12
Shies
SS
$1 for each additional It..

Plass’ chick
one classification:

Ad

Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

Fee kidrom
Days
$13 tars sue
$14
$111
$16
Sencichack csmoney Order Ix
Classifieds
Spartan
Sin Joss 5111
-r0179
SanJcsk CA 95U32.9

Vor

posy

After the figh day, rats increases by $1 Per tine
AFri ildsorlt25 apices) set in bold for no erne
word, available In bold for $3 nth.
SEMESTER RATES
3-9 Ines: $70 10-14 has: $90
15-19 kw: $110

gasallsd desk le located In Dwight Ben* Hsi, Room 209.
Deedllne: 10:00 am Woo weekdays before pibicalich.
E AI ade we prepaid. U No refunds on cancelled ads.
Rates for oonesoulve publcalore dales only.
II QUESTIONS? CALL (409) 124-3277

_Camps OLP’ _Rents, Housing
Greek lAssesper _Shared Housing’
_Events
_RN Estate
_Arecuncerneree _Sinter
_Lost end kind" _Hssithleetif
_Wiltsieers
_Sporteltdie
_For sar
_Woe For Sale _Enlertsirmsnr
_Computers EX* _Trail
_Wanted’
_Tubing’
_EmpkrAnenl
_Word Promising
_Scholarships
-Opcorksliss

special student rates available for these classifications. $5.00 for a3 *mad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person
in D81209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
Lost &

Found ads are offered free,

fi

3 lines for 3 days, as a service

to the campus community.

FAX: 408-924-3282
MALL WNW SCIONS
Is hiring Teachers, Aides & Subs
for their School Aga Child CON
Centers In San Jose. ECE, CD.
Psych, Soc. or Roc units req.
We Otter Competitive Pay,
Excellent Trainiret, and a
Great Work Environment.
If you we Interested call
(408) 2839203 ext. 21.

TEACHERS, Fr/PT, ox0MMIN
salary & benefits, mod/dental
vacation/sick par. prof. dew. S.
ratio 1:9. beautiful park-like
playground, strong team
environment( Min. 12 EM units.
Enjoy your work with children!
Charmer Preschool 378-7805,
Fax resume to 378-4121.
PAY ATTENTION
I’m a 33yr old SJSU wad
running a multi-million
dollar Intl Company.
Seeking motivated indiv to assist
with local Si NC development.
Call 408.615.1474.

USE A PHONE LATELY?
Licensed public utility, NY stock
exchange telecomrrynicabons
company is looking tor you.
Earn unenited residual income.
International expansion coming
soon. Set your own hours.
800-371-4366

VALET PARKING ATTINDANTS
Ambitious and energetic poop*
TUTORS NEEDED: Elem. & H.S. needed. FT/PT. Earn $8515 per
subjects. Earn $15.$20/hour. hour (average). Flexible, will work
Jack or Joan 0408-227-6685.
around you school schedule.
Looking for cart drivers for weekSAVE MART SUPERMARKETS ends only. Lots of fun and
JOIN OUR TEAMII
earn good money. Call: (408)
Wear, remodeling our stores in 867-7275 Receptionist will
San Jose and Milpitas!
connect you to our voicemail.
And Owing a NON Store Fr Nowilw Leave name and number where
st 3457 McKee Rd. San Jose!
you can be contacted.
Petitions Available:
*Grocery Clerks *Produce Clerks
OVUM DONORS NEEDED
Balevy/telOerks Service Clerks
Women ages 21-32, Healthy,
*GM Cie* *Nast/Seafood Clerks
Responsible, All Nationalities.
All positions offer competitive pay
Give the Gift &Life!!!
and a full benefits indoor!
$3,300 stipend & expenses paid.
Please see store manager for an
We especially need
application at the blowing locations:
Japanese and Chinese Donors.
3251 So. White RI San Jcee
MAR CALL US AT WWFC
3475 Mite Rd. Si, bee
($OO) 314-9991
1070 Story Rd. San Jose
1641N.Capitol AvaSwicee
215W. Calaveras S. Prepitas
To promote a drugfree work
environment we do creemployrnare ATTN: SAC PARENTS
digesting Save Men Supermenet
Turn your student housing
is an Equal Opportunity Diviuyer. DtPENSE into real INCCSAE & TAX
BENEFTTS...
AFTERNOON TEACHER
Own this restored Victorian
GREENHILLS PRESCHOOL
home, half block from campus.
571 N. 3rd St.
Great income history as student
Minimun 12 Early Childhood rental. Use as residence for
Ed. units required.
your student, and additional
3 5 days /week
income for you. Large kitchen.
Call: 286-1533
parlour, formal dining room, inside
Fax: 295-6197
laundry room, 3 ig bedrooms on
main floor, plus enormous bedAWMOIM TIMMIE-lbieniediatIng room w/waik-in closet on 2nd
firm needs energetic person to floor, plus finished basement
train and motivate sales reps. room ideal for additional bed20-36 hrs. wk. Salary + bonus. room. Call for details. Mike
Downtown San bee 408/4940200. Gordon (925)426-8200.

SENUMU

$ EARN EXTRA CASH $
up to $600/month?
Become a Sperm Donor.
Healthy males. 19-40 yews old
Unw. Students/Grads/Faculty
Contact California Cryobank
850-324-1900, M-F, 8-4:30

PAY YOUR TUITION giving away
FREE Motorola Pagers. $89 value.
Call 1-8882400310, give sponsor
* 0098544. For WEB SURFERS:
http://wwital3.com/0098544/
or call me at 1431-3732010.

Daily
ROSS WORD
ACROSS

1 Flavorful seed
7 Santa’s helper
10’- the night
before.
14 Did a prepapering
n dozen
15
16 - of relief
17 Gallery
18 Clues.
comeback
19 Arm bone
20 Unassisted
23 Oklahoma city
26- Akver
27 Outmoded
28 Busy as 29 "The Ghost and
- Muir
30 Record speed
31 Glided
downhill
33 Courageous
37 W. Hemisphere
allience
311 Overwhelm
39 Get older
40 - Zedonp
41 Was levy
43 Acting like a bird
46 Young boy
46 Assist
47 Ancient
Peruvian
get in
48 Run
trouble
51 Urban trains
52 Tricks
53 Educational
offering
56 Iraq’s neighbor
57 Sharp - tack
58 Swindle
62 Spanish lady
63 Get-up-and-go
64 Passion
65 Part of HOMES
86 Cook’s meas.

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
UNUN MOM NUMN
MAIN MOUNNW UMOM
MUNM DURUM MUM
UNNUMMMN UMWMUU
MMWN MUM
MMOWHO MONEINNIOM
NMMN MOM MUNN
OUR
NUM
MOO
HMO DONAU] WHIM
NNMUMBEIN MOOMNM

MOMM MUM
MNWMNM MWOWNWMO
MUM NMMMN MUM
MNUM MOWNM MWNW
CiWNN MIAMI WNW
b / Prospector’s
tests

DOWN
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
21
22
23
24

Health resort
Goof
’Get ’em, Feb!"
Gathers
TV and radio
Eve’s home
Raises in status
Rows
Use a rod
Tidal wave
Uninhabited
regions
Choreographer
de Mille
Window
covenng
Prepared
(oneself) for
action
Orchard fruits
Mexican -menu
items
WWII sub

25 Rent
29 Cned like a
kinen
30 Stormed about
32 Mexican dish
33 Disappear
34 - acid
35 Golf pro Lopez
36 Roman
garments
42 Some
graduates
44 Cultivators
46 Li’l Abner
creator
48 Out of the way
49 Commotion
50 Muscat citizen
51 Curvy letters
52 Warsaw
natives
54 Engrossed
55 Like water duck’s back
59 A Gabor
60 Ft rlatious
61 Urns’ kin

Mid MIMI
BM= dEll MIIMM
MIME Mull
iiIMINAMMEAMMEM
Mid= &OM iiIMMEM
JIMMIE 111111Madd
MEM &NI 01111 IA=
MMEAMMIll MUM=
allm MIN ME
add= 111111 AU=
dINIMMONIMIMM
’AM MOM AIMIldild
NAM Al= AMMO
diMMO imilME MIME

Ahmad Sakr, author and president of the Foundation for
Islamic Knowledge, lectured to
a group of students about the
morality of sex for Muslims on
Thursday in Morris Dailey
Auditorium. By holding one
eye open, Sakr illustrates that
when men take a second look
at a woman, men are being
lustful and therefore immoral.

Kathy De La Torre/ Spartan Daily

Muslim: Guidelines for moral sexual conduct
Continued from page 1
guidelines. Sakr said both men and women
should be virgins until marriage.
Any girl who loses her virginity in Islam will
have a hard time finding a husband," he said.
Nlen in Islam can send their new wives back to
t air families upon discovering they were not
vI rgins belon Marriage, Sakr added.
lie said women can keep their virginity by
Iii alt
in the company of men, who
It described as inxes." Men have a difficult
t imp controlling their sexual drives, he said.
"If tat woman is exposing her beauty, she is
telling I men), ’come look at me,’ " Sakr said,
adding that this behavior may lead to rape.
Should a rape occur. Sakr said Islamic culture
not permit abortion under any circumstances It is the duty of the impregnated
m.111;111 tolair till child and give it to the state.
Th, only instance under which abortion would
Itt allowed, hit said, would he if the life of the
mother was in danger.
’’If vtii look at it beautiful woman, the first
Ill k is fiir you, the second is against you,’ Sakr

said, addressing the men in the room, the
majority of whom were Muslim. He encouraged
them to control and suppress their sexual
appetites, because he said God is always watching.
Sakr encouraged everyone to marry soon and
enjoy conventional sexual relations. He said
most other avenues of sexual behavior
including masturbation, pre-marital intercourse and homosexuality are prohibited in
Islamic culture.
"Who wants to marry someone who’s 30?"
Sakr asked. "Adjust your life to get married as
soon as possible you lose your chance of procreation." He said most young people become
preoccupied with career choices and postpone
marriage.
Sakr capped off his lecture by reviewing
Islamic guidelines for sex within marriage,
including times and conditions under which it
is not allowed. He said those include intercourse during fasting, or voluntarily not eating,
and pilgrimage, journeying to a holy place.

Sakr also contributed thoughts about modern technological advances.
He referred to artificial insemination as
"technological prostitution," saying it is only
permitted if the sperm used was that of the
woman’s husband. Doing this, Sakr said, keeps
a family’s lineage from ending and endures the
child will know the identity of both parents.
Both prevent a breakdown in family values.
Aviation student Emal Numan, a member of
the Muslim Student Association, said Sakr’s
comments clarified many of his questions.
"Myself, as a Muslim, was confused a little
bit," he said. "I have this conflict about abortion
I wasn’t sure (what was allowed), but I needed someone to tell me."
’There’s very little formal discussion about
something like this
sex is a taboo topic," said
Ali Khan. The Stanford University graduate
student said he planned to follow Sakr on his
speaking tour, which continued Thursday
evening in San Francisco. "We get all these messages and we don’t know what to do with them."

Great Haircuts for Ladies & Men

534 5 I I th Street
bet Oldham & Reed

FREE PARKING
tIshirts

A new salon, accomplished stylist, and our
promise of a great look. Give us a chance to
cut your hair. Let us prove what care, the
best products and talent are all about.
Call for reasonable rates, cut out this ad and
get 25% off for first time customers.
’A buck of Siete’ Professional Cuts. Color, Facials. Malts-up
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Stanford Teacher Education Program*

To Teach is to Touch
a Life Forever.
As you consider your future in teaching, come meet with
STEP alumni (currently teaching) and STEP staff at the
following events! Find out what STEP can offer YOU.

GET INFORMED!

4

.11,

)11;
47,"74011

Tax not inclutIod
( F NJ I 1..11:Y

faxI408 6161133
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Julie Andrews, Broadway’s
NEW YORK (AP)
"Fair Lady" whose voice swept across the hills in ’The
Sound of Music,’ may never sing again.
More than a year ago, Andrews had surgery to
remove non-cancerous throat nodules, and her voice
hasn’t been the same since.
It’s an absolute
-I don’t think shell sing again
tragedy,’ Andrews’ husband, film director Blake
Edwards, told Parade magazine for Sunday’s issue.
"She was told she’d be OK in six weeks, the voice
would actually be better. ... It’s over a year, and if you
heard it, you’d weep."
The 63-year-old Andrews last appeared on stage in
New York in September as the host of "Leading
Ladies of Broadway,’ a one-night musical evening at
Carnegie Hall. She did not sing during the concert
which featured such musical theater stars as Liza
Minnelli, Dorothy Loudon, Audra McDonald and
Elaine Stritch.
Andrews starred in the movie versions of "Mary
Poppins’ and ’The Sound of Music,’ and in the original Broadway versions of "My Fair Lady" and
"Camelot."
"Victor/Victoria," one of seven films she made with
Edwards, in October 1995 was turned into a
Broadway musical that earned her a Tony Award
nomination.
But Andrews began missing performances
because of throat problems. She eventually did only
seven of the musical’s eight weekly performances.
The actress quit "Victor/Victoria" for good in June
1997 to have surgery and was replaced by Raquel
Welch. The musical folded six weeks later at a sizable
financial loss.
Edwards told Parade he is developing a show
about a magic act for his wife and her old friend,
Carol Burnett. If Andrews can handle speaking lines,
the show could be on Broadway in a year, Parade
reported.

Appointments or Into. (408) 287-2524

CUSTOMIZED T-SHIRTS!
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Julie Andrews
may not sing
another note
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IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
$8.00-$8.50/Hr to Start
BPS, inc., is NOW SEEKING men and women to
sort, route and handle small packages. Must be
able to lift 50 pounds, be at least 18 years old,
and able to work Monday - Friday, 2am-7am or
5pm-10pm.
Part-time available shifts
Opportunity for advancement

Q&A!

FREE FOOD!

STEP is a unique twelve-month program
(summer plus the academic year) leading to a Master of Arts in
Education and a California Professional Clear Single Subject
Teaching Credential.

STEP OPEN HOUSE
Monday, Nov. 23, 1998
7pm - CERAS bldg. room 304
Everyone encouraged to attend!

Tuition assistance after 30 days

KLEIDOWS BAR
appy our nom
Nightly specials lignhlarg
Mon. Fuzzy navels $2.50
Tue Bartender’1., choic $2.00
Wed Shots - Schnapps $1.50
Thur. Orgasm $2.50
Fri. Well Drinks $2.00
Sat. Kamikazes $2.00
Sun. Purple I-looters $2.00
Fri-Sat pm - 1 am) Kerslake
NFL Sunday Ticket
Post St, , t
(465)211

(corner ot Post & San Pedro)

$.50/hr. salary increase after 90 days
Qualified candidates should apply in person,
Monday - Friday, 10am - 5pm at:
RPS, Inc.
897 Wrigley Way
Milpitas, CA
EOE/AA

For more information and/or an application: call Amy Duncan at (650)723-2110
or email aduncan Oleland.stanford.edu
http://wynv.stanford.edu/dept/SUSE/navigation/Prograrnsnavfrm.html
*Direction to STEP:
-Take 101 North to Palo Alto.
Hope to ow you el 7pmf
-Exit University Ave.
nesse look on the web for rnsp:
-Stay on University Ave. until k becomes Palm Drive.
wwwwenford.edulhoonefinapholnkftwOhlml
-Palm Drives takes you straight into Stanford University Campus
-Turn LEFT onto Campus Drive East
-Turn Right onto ANarado Row
The Center for Educational Research At Slenford (CERAS) is the building next
to the Law School on Alvarado Row/Oakes Mal
-CERAS 304 is on the 3rd Now fitters the STEP orkoes are loomed.

